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El Prezidente's Rant

2009 MOB Show Debrief 

Well it looks the MOB are having another

show next year, which will be the ninth, there was no

dissent there. If you remember the first show then it

is obvious we have come a long way.

Setting up: The usual thing is that I have the

keys from Friday afternoon, so on Saturday afternoon

if you want come in and set up the tables and lay out

your own models. Center management didn’t have a

grumble with us, so thanks to everyone for cleaning

up, packing up, and making sure the urn is off. 

Layout: This year I tried an experiment, two

islands (Gilligan’s Island and Fantasy Island) instead

of the one large island. That resulted in an additional

four tables for display models, and still plenty of

room for the public to navigate around.  We are using

30 of the grey tables, and that’s the limit. So what you

had this year is what you will have for the next one.

Now if we get another 20 members, we’re boned.

Now I don’t care who goes where, but Professor

needs to be under the gallery to dangle his aircraft

(another great innovation), while Mark likes to have

a wall behind him. 

Trophies:  The quality and number of trophies

this year was amazing, and the pot hunters that didn’t

turn up missed out badly.

Signs: This year I didn’t hear any of the

punters griping that they couldn’t find the place, or

trying to tunnel in, so well done to Nick.

Lunch: The Krooz In Café is a bonus as far as

I am concerned, closer than the Mount Clear  shops.

Maybe we could persuade them to do some burgers.

Since we are so good for business next year we can

put the bite on them for some sort of sponsorship. 

Slideshow: All happy with it I hope. A slight

problem is that to see the stuff on the tables we need

the lights up, to see projections it’s the opposite. This

year’s slideshow was a rush job, and the first time I

had done one of those continuous ones I might ad.

The pics I selected were the ones that stood out, there

was no intention to exclude or favor anyone. I

definitely wanted to include the pic of Jeffrey, of

course. If there is anything you really want in there,

say so. You have 11 months. If it is simple text like a

sponsor’s name or a comment on French design, then

I can edit that in five seconds on the day. 

Visitors comments or gripes: some positive

comments on FM talkback apparently. 

Other: some good suggestions:  

MOB name badges – volunteer required to look into

this. I know of an engraving service in Buninyong. 

One thing that would round off our club

display would be a something like a 1/72 B36 so if

anyone is volunteering to construct one, speak up. 

If we are to put on a show for the purpose of

making money, there are problems. The only reason

we have sponsored use of the venue is that it is a

charity event. If the purpose was to raise income for

the club we would be paying for the place. Assuming

that the same number of bodies came through the

door the difference between gate and expenses would

be rather paltry. Additionally, people may decide that

since they went to one show at one end of the year

there would be no good reason to attend a second.

The fact that our show is a charity benefit can be

used for publicity, it wouldn’t be the case otherwise,

so it is possible that we could make a loss. To take

the extreme case, if the only purpose of the show was

to hand out trophies to the in-crowd in a competition

as rigged as the Logies, while ratting the donated

prizes, it would all be rather fraudulent. There are

other ways of generating a bit of inflow for the club

coffers, 

Sponsors: If you are going to ask a sponsor

for prizes, then (a) tell the rest of us so we don’t have

someone else hitting them next week, and we can

send the appropriate acknowledgement, and (b) get

a letter from the club so it is all official. 

Press release: If you are a viewer of Media

Watch you will be aware of the appalling state of

journalism in this country. Journos either fail to turn

up, misquote, make up their own “facts”, or seem

hell bent on taking a closeup photo of one model

instead of a picture of the whole room. Now the

public aren’t going to come out to see one model,

regardless of it’s quality, but if they are told and

shown that there are 1000 models to see, that will

spark their interest. A shot of the room might be

good on the 2010 flyers too.

Lastly, follow ups like thank yous and the

framed illustrated certificates like last year went

down a treat.  

Zim.



Well that’s another annual show done and

dusted for the club once again. It’s hard to visualise

that it was the eighth event put on by the club and

this time we managed to crack the thousand models

on the tables. I’ve no idea how many Steve still had

stashed under the tables, it was just a case of running

out of table spaces. The debrief re the show at our

May club night revealed that all were happy with the

way the event went. There were a few suggestions

put forward for next years which we can implement.

I thought Sean’s suggestion that we should all have

name (Christian names only) and club tags for next

year was a good one as the Bendigo and Eastern

Suburbs lads wore name tags on the day.

The show from my perspective this year

appeared to be a more laid back affair, something

Yvette and I definitely appreciated, especially after

all the hectic and at times frustratingly tear your hair

out scenarios prior to the event. But it all turned out

alright on the day. Steve and Yvette discussed the

idea that if we manage to collect a similar amount of

raffle prizes next year, then we will expand the draws

from six to nine or even more depending on how

many traders help us out. A good idea.

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank our

caterers, Mel and Yvette who did a wonderful job in

keeping the masses fed with yummy food once again,

your efforts are really appreciated and not just from

members either. Some of the traders remarked that

they had never been looked after so well at any other

show that they had attended in the past and the fact

that the food and coffee/tea etc was all gratis really

floored them, Yvette was asked by some of them

how much was the coffee and cake and when told

free, they were overwhelmed, they were told  that it

was just good old fashioned country hospitality, I

told Yvette I was going to set up a cake stand and

flog them off seeing how popular all those yummy

John’s Hummer

One of Leigh’s Lightnings

Yes, he can read!

Matt’s hilltop house



goodies were, an idea that quickly evaporated when

threatened with being donged with a metal cash box.

Also it was good to see the Prof suffering from

another case of chocolate crackle overload once

again.

The table layout this year was definitely better

than last years, juggling the layout by Zim actually

increased our table space; I liked the table areas

names also. A few of us were marooned on

Gilligan’s Island a few more were on Fantasy Island,

others could be found East of Eden, South Park (did

any member notice that our President was situated

there appropriate I think) others could be found in the

Wild West, North to Alaska and other far flung spots.

We even had a table set up to help sell

Murray’s kits that he couldn’t take with him to NZ

which did a fairly good trade as all Yvette copped all

day was Zim, myself and other members asking for

change as they had just sold off another of Murray’s

kits, hopefully the Prof, Mark and myself can sell

what’s left at Expo. We had Frank Morgan price the

leftover kits as most of us didn’t have a clue what

some of them are worth, especially the ones that have

missing bits or are not what they portray on the box

lids. We’ll see how we go in June and hopefully we

can shift them all for him.

Once again we raised $600 for the Make-A-

Wish Australia Foundation which has already been

posted off to them, from memory this makes about

$2000 to $2500 that the club has donated to charity

all up, a good effort for a small club.

I actually managed to win one of the raffles

this year, the only other raffle I’ve ever won was

National Service, I thought our raffle was more

interesting than the other one anyway, mind you the

Government told me they didn’t want me anyway

due to being put back together in a rather

wonderfully haphazard way by a great bone Doctor

using a Black & Decker tool kit, a bucket of assorted

long metal rods and bolts and whatever else he had

laying around, but if I liked, I could become a Fed

instead and get to play cops and robbers and play

with the Defence forces at times, what a weird world

we live in. 

The May club meeting was a great night; as

usual it started for some of us at our favourite nosh

palace, always a good feed and a hoot. Prof was

going to order meat just to nark the Prez but he

chickened out at the last minute sticking with his

vegetarian Lasagne, I’m sure I saw an eye peeking

Sean’s Stoner Honda

Mick’s LeClerc and Aussie M113 FSV

Matt’s Horten



out from it on the side facing me. Mat had a chicken

(or the side of a cow) which had met its demise after

a run in with a Whacker Packer. Zim had steamed

dish water followed by roasted road kill, all in all

great nosh, I had what was left after a porker and a

road train collided with vegies on the side, someone

had pinched all the roasted capsicums, my favourites.

‘Tiger’ Tim brought along his kids as he was

doing Mr. Mum duties, very well to I might add, I

couldn’t get over how much they have shot up Tim,

apologies from Greg (until October…all is forgiven

come back Greg, blow the full time whistle!) and

Alan stayed home, Mark was engaged elsewhere.

Dom is setting up house and there were probably a

couple of others as well.

As you were told at club night by Steve, the

club has picked up another new member who joined

our little band at our annual show. So I’d like to take

this opportunity to welcome John Storey to the club

and I hope you enjoy your stay. John did mention that

he wouldn’t be able to attend every meeting but he

was looking forward to receiving the newsletter

every month and making the most of his nights that

he could attend. So once again John I hope you enjoy

your stay.

The model table once again had a great

collection of models, Rod brought along his in

progress collection, the Japanese trainer orange

colour he mixed up looked spot on on his Ki-? Also

in progress were a Fulmar, Devastator, Bf-109E,

Wildcat and an Arado. Zim had a nice small scale

armour collection which included a nice Hummel, a

wee French Hotchkiss with a complete interior

painted in surrender white and something new was

the 1to1 scale shortbread cream biscuits complete

with a bite imprint. Steve had a nice P-61 Black

Widow in progress complete with black out windows

and a couple of neat 250 half tracks and something in

his car (more on this later) John (?) had a nice

Hummer diorama and a T-26 (?) in small scale

armour. Sean has finished Casey Stoners original ride

in the Moto GP’s which was Lucio Cecchinello’s

RC211V ‘06 Honda and it looks stunning, he’s done

a great job on it, especially with all those decals

getting them to conform to all the curves.

Leigh had a nice Mig, a couple of Lightning’s

(only another 20 to go Leigh) in silver, a Dassault

Etendard,  a very nice Heinkel He-178V-1 which

looked great in it’s silver and green prototype

markings. Mick brought along his 1/35 Leclerc and

the Aussie M-113A1- FSV he’s also starting to

torment himself like the Prof by building large

aircraft kits, the B1-B was on the table and I know

he’s got the Blackjack to build as well, we’ll visit

you in the sanatorium Mick, promise. Matt sailed in

Steves Sdkfz 250/1

Leigh’s other Lighning

Rod’s evolving air force

Zim’s Renault



with his dioramas in 1/700 scale, all at anchor with

his house on the hill overlooking the scene, all were

Pom ships from memory, Nelson, Rodney etc, “is

there a ‘Woderick’ in the fleet?” was the call in the

hall.

I finally finished my old Ertl P-40M in Geoff

Fisken’s markings which has been another saga

involving the decals, I only have another 4 P-40’s to

go. If I’ve missed anyone, sorry about that.

The Bus is booked for AUGUST 15TH for our

annual trip to Melbourne so make a note on your

calendars at home. This time the council will be

charging us 55 cents a kilometre so the more who go

the better, it should still only cost us about $10 or

even $20 each, a cheap day for going to Melbourne

and having a great time as an added bonus. Nick

brought up the subject of how the club could make

more money, mostly unprintable in a family

newsletter. I was thinking of buying some of Dan

Murphy’s cheap wines, we could re-label them and

raffle ‘em off to punters under the names of Peanut

Noir, Grape Expectations, White Trashfindel, Big

Red Gulp, I Can’t Believe it’s Not Vinegar, World

Championship Riesling, Chateau Traileur Parc,

“Merde du Pays”, Nascarbernet and a sparkling type

under the name Nasti Spumante.

For those members who may have been

locked up in their cellars by their spouses/partners to

stop them buying more plastic or who have been

handcuffed to their beds by a raving nymphomaniac

(lucky buggers) for the last few weeks, the Prof

inadvertently left one of his bags of finished kits at

the show, and this was not just any bag of models the

abandoned bag contained his precious Lightning’s

(hereafter referred to as his babies) which was

promptly seized upon by a team of unscrupulous

‘Plasticnappers’ who then proceeded to blackmail

him with notes describing what would happen to his

‘babies’ unless he acquiesced to their demands. The

poor Prof has been beside himself, nightmares, cold

sweats, hot sweats (that’s called Womenopause

Leigh) shakes (mainly from laughter) and other

assorted malaises. 

There has been intrigue, late night mail box

ransom notes and even a bottle of Alclad left along

with further demands ( I think this last episode could

involve a somewhat large B-36 having to be

constructed or his ‘babies’ would be returned a piece

at a time) at the time of writing this there has been a

breakthrough as the ‘Nappers’ have returned the

aforementioned missing items, I assume all in one

piece, but I don’t think this matter is over, knowing

the members in our club, high jinks and fun is what

motivates most of them, as I’ve said repeatedly “this

is not a dress rehearsal” so make the most of what

time you have here on this little speck of dust in the

cosmos.

So now I have to get back to thanking all

those traders and people who helped to make our

little show the success it is. Or I should say Yvette

has to. And Yvette/I need a list of names and

establishments who helped out on the day.

CIAO, Wayne.

Wayne’s Kittyhawk III

Dive bomber view of Mat’s fleet







WHAT DO WE WANT FROM A SHOPKEEPER?

At our last meeting the discussion got a little

interesting as certain recent events were discussed

and one of our members asked a very good question.

“What do you want from a shopkeeper?” It seems a

very simple and easy to answer question, but it is not

either simple or easy.

A few years ago when I managed the two

hobby shops, my superiors and my self often

discussed this question; it was a very important

question then and I dare say it is as important now.

Times have changed I know but I don’t think things

have changed that much, people still want the same

respect and expect the same helpful courtesy.

As I thought about it on the drive home and

over the next day I realized that it is still as important

today as it was then, but it is not really given the

thought or consideration that it deserves. On that

same evening our esteemed President, Wayne, Tim,

the Prof, Alan and myself gathered at a certain

hostelry to partake of their evening fare. The

atmosphere was friendly, courteous and the food

excellent whilst the staff joined in a friendly joke. I

personally felt that we all left the premises happy and

satisfied with our treatment and with a wish to repeat

the experience. Those people knew their trade and

practiced it well. Personally and speaking just for me

that is what I expect from an innkeeper and his/her

staff.

During my retail working life I was taught

that to succeed in business one had to know what the

customer wanted and expected from a business,

personally I was taught to put myself in the

customers’ position and attempt to treat that person,

as I would like to be treated. I think that when the

customer returns time after time and appears happy

and seems to enjoy shopping in the business maybe,

just maybe I was on the right track. One had to

appear interested in the customers’ needs and wants

and be prepared to go that little extra to help. The one

rule that was inviolate was that the customer may be

stupid, arrogant, self-opinionated, rude, but always,

always right. My staff were told to always admit it if

they were wrong or didn’t know an answer to an

inquiry but if possible to correct the situation and

never ever do a snow job on a customer. Being a

shopkeeper requires one to offer a helpful, courteous

and friendly service. If one didn’t the customers

voted with their feet and even if there were no local

alternate business for them to patronize they would

travel as often as they could to somewhere else. That

way my staff, as well as my own job was on the line,

and even the very future of the business. Somehow I

feel that very little has changed since my time as a

bumbling, ineffectual shopkeeper, but maybe I am

wrong. 

The above is my own personal view and

maybe not everyone else’s, but listening to the

discussion I felt that many of my fellow shoppers

were voting with their feet. This is an unhappy

outcome, as one will have to go elsewhere now.

As my old Air Force commanding officer

used to say,

“Here endith the lesson.” 

Matt.



SOME BRIEF KIT REVIEWS

Heller 1/72 Dassault Etendard IVM

This little kit comes from the heydays of

Heller in the 1970s and 1980s.  At that time I tried to

make sure I got all their kits but this is one that

escaped me then so I thought they hadn’t made a kit

of the standard Etendard IV.  Imagine my pleasure

when I picked one up at a swap-and-sell.  Since then

I’ve picked up another two and although I can see it

would not be too difficult to convert one into an

Etendard IVP (the reconnaissance version) I now

have a spare.  I imagine I can do something useful

with it, like make another Etendard IVM.

I can’t think of anything seriously bad to say

about this kit.  Actually, come to think of it, I can.

But we’ll come to that.

Given a choice, I tend to prefer Heller kits

from this period over more recent kits.  They have a

certain fastidiousness about them and a care in the

layout and crispness that suits my somewhat gallic

sensitivities.  In those qualities this kit is not a

disappointment, all the parts fit nicely, there is no

vulgar and ostentatious engraved panelling and the

plastic itself is neither too hard or too soft so it is a

pleasure to work with.  Neither is there any

unnecessary detailing so there is not much supplied

for the cockpit, but then it is not large so there is little

to see and there is no detailing in the undercarriage

holes, but who looks there anyhow.  Everything goes

together nicely, there is no need to fiddle with parts

to get them to fit and there is little need for filler.

The only part I replaced was the prominent pitot tube

that erupts from the fin, partly because I usually do

that kind of thing and also because it broke off and

disappeared into the black hole in my floor.

Painting is not difficult either.  The topside is

a colour almost identical to FS36118 Gunship Grey

and the underside is white.  How difficult can that

be?  Masking is the usual tedious process, the kind of

thing that goes nicely with a full performance of

Debussy’s Pelleas et Melisande which runs for two

and a half hours.  After that there is the airbrushing

stuff and then it’s time for decals.

It may well be that Heller’s decals have

improved over the year but I have no compunction,

or desire to drive myself mad, so I dispose of them.

Instead Carpena make a nice aftermarket decal sheet

that can be used for either Etendard IVM or IVP and

the Super Etendard.  They look lovely and the first

couple lulled me into a false sense of security while

the next few disintegrated into a million pieces as

soon as I touched them.  Still, modellers have to be

ingenious folks so I overcame that problem too.  Only

the fastidious will notice that the words ‘Marine’ in

the fuselage sides are not as big as they should be,

and that’s my excuse.

After that a coat or two of Dulcote, the final

assembly et voila, ell est tres belle.

Ace 1/72 ERC-90 F1 Lynx

I known why Zim makes little model tanks,

they aren’t the great fuss that little model aeroplanes

are.  In my youth I built up quite a collection of little

tank models and even more of those lovely Bandi

1/48 AFVs that started coming out in the mid 1970s

but have now totally disappeared.  However, I later

found that while I enjoyed making tank models I did

not have much interest in them as historical subjects

while I have interest in aeroplanes as models and

historical entities.  From time to time these days I

allow myself a little indulgence but restrict myself to

French tanks (though if somebody knows of a 1.72

kit of the British Conqueror I might be tempted).

Ace make a lot of 1/72 kits of all kinds of

armour, most of it German or Russian and therefore

quite uninteresting.  They include a couple of

versions of the ERC-90 and I picked this one because

I didn’t know that the SAGAIE version had a bigger

main gun and can be done up in UN white.  Perhaps

later...

When you examine the sprues of an Ace kit



you get the impression that the kit is going to be

something or a struggle to make but if a little effort

goes into preparing the parts well assembly is a

breeze.  Then you can paint it without all the masking

fuss of aeroplane models.  The kit offers four

different schemes and a tiny little decal sheet with

marking for them all.  Putting this together was, in

comparison to the Etendard IVM, a cheap thrill.  (In

terms of time and effort if not money.)

Ace 1/72 Panhard M-3

My comments are the same for this kit as they

are for the ERC-90.  If you treat the parts with a bit

of respect and patience the kit goes together with

hardly a fuss.  And since there is no turret on this kit

assembly is even easier.

Both kits come with little rubber wheels and

while I personally prefer plastic so they can be

painted, these wheels don’t look too bad.  In both kits

it takes a little care to line up the axles so the model

sits nicely on four (or six) wheels and it may be that

the rubber is more forgiving so that even with my

poor technique on such things the M-3 does actually

sit solidly on all four wheels.

I should also note one oddity in both these

Ace kits.  The instruction sheet shows you where to

put the rear vision mirrors and smoke grenade

dischargers but there are none in the kits.  On the

other hand, there are strange little of bits of plastic on

the sprues that don’t seem to have any place to go in

the kits.

Again, painting is simplicity itself.  I could

have chosen another version with two or three

colours in the scheme but I think that this nice green

scheme shows off the chunkiness of the real thing.

Trumpeter 1/72 BAC Lightning F.1

I’m amazed to realise that after only a few

months I’m almost half way through my project to

make 22 Lightning models (although the plan has

now puffed out to 23 or perhaps 24).  I’m now

starting to get the hang of how to overcome or ignore

all the little problems with this Trumpeter kit and one

of these days I’ll put together some jottings about all

that.  Of course, if I were not quite so fussy there

would be no problem at all with these kits, but I can’t

help it if I am a pedant in some things.

In many ways the Lightning F.1A/F.2 kit is a

bit of an improvement over the F.6/F.2A kit because

you don’t have all the hassle of trying to get the

bigger belly tank to fit nicely or fair in the tail fin.

On the other hand, although the F.1A/F.2 wings look

a bit better there is a rather horrid little problem with

fit between the upper and lower wing halves.  When

the F.3 kit comes out in a few months time it will no

doubt have most of the problems of both kits and less

of the advantages.  Such is life.

The only visible difference between the F.1

and the F.1A that is modelled in this kit is the cable

ducts down the fuselage sides that are missing from

the earlier version, so all you have to do is remove

them to make a F.1.  This is not quite as easy as it

sounds because this leaves the plastic of the kit very

thin at those points, so I put some epoxy putty inside

for support.  There is also the tendency to get over

excited and accidentally remove some plastic from

the belly tank as well, though better modellers than I

might not suffer from that sort of thing.

I’m also starting to get the hang of a decent

reproduction of polished aluminium, which was a

feature of early Lightnings and unavoidable when

making models of F.3s, all the lovely looking ones

anyhow.  While Alclad II does give a lovely finish it

has a few tricky points that I am starting to come to

terms with.  I’ve also been experimenting with base

coats that reduce the need for so many coats of

Alclad II, which is not all that cheap.  By the time

I’ve completed the last Lightning I should really have

perfected this part of the process.

There are lots of decals coming out for all

kinds of Lightnings these days although the

Trumpeter decals are pretty good and I use them for

most of the stencilling.

Leigh



AS THEY SAY “ON A WING AND A PRAYER”

History

Being a bit of an aircraft nut, especially where

German W.W.II. Experimental jets of the

hypothetical 1946 Luftwaffe are concerned, one that

always took my interest was the HO 229 or GO 229,

the different designation coming about from some

sources using the manufacturer’s designation [Gotha]

GO 229 instead of the designer’s HO 229.

This futuristic machine was the brainchild of Reimar

and Walter Horten, being built by Gothaer

Waggonfabrik. The flying wing was the only

machine, as far as I know to even get close to the

unrealistic 3 x 1000 capability requirement that was

generally thought to be beyond achievement. That is

an aircraft that could fly at 1000 KPH, carry 1000

KG bomb load a distance of 1000 k’s. Reimar and

Walter were of the opinion that the low drag flying

wing design was capable of achieving the long-range

requirement at a lower cruising power while being

able to carry the ordinance load the distance stated.

An initial prototype was lost through an

engine fire after only two hours of flight-testing. The

German authorities, mainly fat Herman believed in

the concept to the extent that some 60 aircraft plus

prototypes were ordered. American forces captured

the existing machines, which were sent back to the

U.S. where further testing and development was

undertaken. 

Model

I found an example of this oddity recently in

a shop in Bendigo and parted with a very small

amount [$9] and the little gem was mine. The part

count was very high, an upper fuselage, lower ditto,

pilots seat, two undercarriage doors, three

undercarriage legs, two exhaust cones, two engine

inlet cones, a D.F. loop plus a clear canopy. 

I decided to build the machine as an airborne

model so discarded the undercarriage, just gluing the

wheel wells closed. There was a fair amount of flash

on several areas of the model but it was easily

removed and posed no problem. After thinning the

inlets and exhaust outlets the model went together

easily with no real problems and only required a

small amount of clean up. I am hoping that my

interpretation of the paint scheme is somewhere in

the realms of probability. Mounting the aircraft on a

metal rod onto a base I feel it looks O.K. 

Matt



THE BACK PAGE
(from your humble editor)

OUR NEXT MEETING

Saturday, 6 June 2009, is the date for our

next meeting.  It will be at the usual place at the usual

time, as it says inside the front cover.  A number of

MoBsters have taken to feasting at The Golf House

Hotel in Doveton Street, Ballarat North before the

meeting, and you can too.  They do a mighty fine

vegetarian lasagna and glass of chardonnay and I

understand they serve meat too.

COMING EVENTS

that may be of interest

17 May: Ballarat Scale Model Builders 12th

NNL Model Show and Swap Meet, Buninyong Golf

Club, Learmonth St, Buninyong. Contact Alan

Stoneman, A/h 5345 2073 or mobile 0418 501 330.

6-8 June:  Model Expo and Australian Open

Plastic & Scale Modelling championships, as well as

a swap and sell.  Sandown Entertainment Centre.

Contact Www.modelexpo.com.au.

15 August: The MoB’s annual descent upon

the model shops of suburban Melbourne, starting

from the Bakery Hill shopping centre car park at

some ridiculously early hour.  This year should prove

to be a change from last year as a couple of our

favourite shops have closed, after a fashion.

Please let me know if you hear of other events

that might be of interest to MoBsters.  I don’t have

any details about the Werribee event later in the year

yet. 

NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

Matt: I’ve saved the other one for next issue.

You can have a rest of the next month.

AN INSTRUCTIVE EXPERIENCE

A few weeks back Valma and I had a visit

from some relatives, a niece, her husband and two

boys.  While Valma and niece went off to do some

shopping for whatever women buy and husband went

off to do whatever normal men do I remained home

with the boys.  The elder one had seen me making a

model at Christmas time and wanted to see my

collection.  With a couple of hours to fill I grabbed

one of the less interesting kits I’d picked up at PJs

and asked young Jason if he wanted to make it.  A big

smile came over his face and so we retired to my

room and proceeded to bang this kit together.  At first

I helped in finding he pieces on the sprues but as we

went along he got the hang of it so I could just sit

back and watch him at work, or do a touch of

trimming if that was necessary.

After a couple of hours the model was just

about finished and dad arrived home to pick up the

boys to go to a football match at the G.  While the

were away watching Carlton suffer humiliation I did

a touch of fixing so the parts fitted a bit better, but

nothing serious, and the following morning Jason

finished off the project.  He was delighted with the

results and intended to take it along to school to

show everyone.

I found it a very instructive and enjoyable

experience.  It reminded me of the time when I too

could get a huge amount of pleasure from just

sticking the pieces together.  The seam lines, glue

smears and bit stuck on at odd angles meant nothing

in comparison at the wonder of having something so

fabulous to look at.  I wonder if the difference

between how I looked at models then and how I look

at them now has to do with the imagination of young

minds and the dull plodding of old brains.  Only after

a great deal more effort than Jordan expended do I

get the same amount of pleasure as he did.  So why

do model competitions put such an emphasis on such

dull and plodding criteria which can take some much

pleasure out of modelling, especially for youngsters?

What killjoys grown ups can be.

BEAUTIFUL BABIES RETURNED

In a deal brokered late at night under a

streetlight my kidnapped Lightning models were

returned.  Under the terms of the agreement I am

unable to say more about the whole affair apart from

to assure you that the kidnapped models are resting

quietly and will soon be back to normal.




